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ABSTRACT

Existing cochlear implants stimulate the auditory
nerve with trains of symmetric biphasic (BP) pulses.
Recent data have shown that modifying the pulse
shape, while maintaining charge balance, may be
beneficial in terms of reducing power consumption,
increasing dynamic range, and limiting channel
interactions. We measured thresholds and most
comfortable levels (MCLs) for various 99-pulses-per-
second (pps) stimuli. BPseudomonophasic (PS)^
pulses consist of a brief phase of one polarity
followed immediately by a longer and lower-ampli-
tude phase of the opposite polarity. We focused on a
novel variant of PS pulses, termed the Bdelayed
pseudomonophasic (DPS)^ stimulus, in which the
longer phase is presented midway between the short
phases of two consecutive pulses. DPS pulse trains
produced thresholds that were more than 10 dB
lower than those obtained with BP pulses. This
reduction was much greater than the 0- to 3-dB drop
obtained with PS pulses and was still more than 6 dB
when a pulse rate of 892 pps was used. A study of the
relative contributions of the two phases of DPS
suggested that the short, high-amplitude phase
dominated the perceived loudness. This study
showed major threshold and MCL reductions using
a DPS stimulus compared to the widely used BP
stimulus. These reductions, which were predicted by
a simple linear filter model, might lead to consider-
able power savings if implemented in a cochlear
implant speech processor.

Keywords: pulse shape, cochlear implants, asym-
metric pulse, polarity, threshold, loudness perception

INTRODUCTION

Several experimenters have reported behavioral data
from cochlear implant (CI) users using pulse shapes
that differed from the widely used biphasic (BP)
waveform (Fig. 1a). Novel pulse shapes that have been
studied include triphasic pulses (Eddington et al. 2004;
Bonnet et al. 2004), BP pulses with a long interphase
gap (IPG; McKay and Henshall, 2003; Carlyon et al.
2005), Balternating-monophasic (ALT-M)^ pulses
(Fig. 1b; van Wieringen et al. 2005; Carlyon et al.
2005), and Bpseudomonophasic (PS)^ pulses (Fig. 1c
and d; van Wieringen et al. 2005). Several of these
pulse shapes produced lower thresholds and lower
most comfortable levels (MCLs) than the Bstandard^
BP stimulus. This may possibly lead to reduced power
consumption when applied in CIs.

Another possible advantage of alternative pulse
shapes is in limiting channel interactions. Although
existing CIs possess up to 24 electrodes, the spread of
current generated by adjacent channels overlaps and
consequently limits the number of independent
channels to about eight (Friesen et al. 2001, 2005;
Fishman et al. 1997). Reduced spread of excitation
using PS pulses has been observed in modeling
studies of auditory (Frijns et al. 1996) and central
(McIntyre and Grill, 2002) neurons. Moreover,
asymmetric pulses, as suggested by Eddington et al.
(2004) for the triphasic shape, might restore the
neural membrane to its resting potential more
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rapidly than BP pulses, so that nonsimultaneous
interactions might also be reduced. This effect is,
however, likely to be limited by the duration of the
charge-recovery phase of the pulse. In the case of PS
stimulation, if the duration of the long, low-amplitude
phase is longer than the time needed by the mem-
brane potential to return to rest following a BP pulse,
then PS pulses may lead to more channel interactions
than BP. That apart, signal processing strategies using
carefully chosen asymmetric pulse shapes might lead
to an increased number of independent stimulation
channels and, possibly, to better speech perception.
Bonnet et al. (2004) reported that, at an SNR of 5 dB,
identification of phonemes presented in a conso-
nant–vowel–consonant context improved from 66 to
74% with triphasic compared to BP pulses.

A third reason for studying asymmetric pulse
shapes is that they may shed light on polarity effects
with electrical stimulation. Physiological studies of
electrical stimulation in cats’ single auditory-nerve
fibers have indicated that cathodic monophasic

pulses are more efficient than anodic ones (Miller
et al. 1999). Because we would expect excitation by
PS pulses to be dominated by the shorter of the two
phases (Frijns et al. 1996; Miller et al. 2001), they may
allow polarity effects to be observed in human
behavioral experiments. This would, in turn, provide
a rationale for implementing a particular pulse
polarity in a CI speech processor.

Previous reports on pulse shape effects on human
sensitivity to electrical stimulation have revealed a
number of important facts. Using 100-pulses-per-
second (pps) pulse trains, van Wieringen et al.
(2005) showed that PS pulses produced thresholds
that were only slightly (0–3 dB) lower than obtained
with BP pulses. They also found that the ALT-M
stimulus (Fig. 1b) produced lower thresholds and
larger dynamic ranges than standard BP pulses (Fig.
1a). Similarly, Carlyon et al. (2005) found that the
thresholds of 100-pps BP pulses decreased with
increases in IPG up to 4.9 ms. These findings suggest
that increasing the time over which charge is
recovered by several milliseconds can reduce thresh-
olds. However, the stimuli that led to the lowest
thresholds (the ALT-M stimulus and the BP stimulus
with an extended IPG) consisted of two symmetric
phases, both of which are likely to contribute to
neural activation. Such stimuli are unlikely to be
useful in CI speech processors because, to maintain a
charge balance, the two phases will be constrained to
have equal amplitudes; the fact that they are separat-
ed in time means that this will distort the represen-
tation of the signal amplitude. A possible solution,
proposed by Carlyon et al. (2005), is the use of a
delayed pseudomonophasic (DPS) stimulus (Fig. 1e
and f); this is identical to PS except that the long,
low-amplitude phase is delayed. If the nerve is
stimulated primarily by the short, high-amplitude
phase, then this stimulus may be a more appropriate
candidate for a speech processing strategy, while still
producing lower thresholds than the BP or PS
waveforms. The only limiting factor in using DPS or
PS in a speech strategy is the duration of the long,
low-amplitude phase. Stimulating at rates similar to
those used in existing CIs (from 800 to 3000 pps per
channel) with asymmetric pulses may require the
currents of two or more channels to be partially
overlapping, possibly increasing interactions between
channels. It is therefore important to estimate the
relative effects of the two asymmetric phases on
neural excitation. The present study reports the
results from five single-channel experiments that
compared the efficiency of several stimuli, focusing
on DPS, and which manipulated pulse shape and
width, electrode configuration, polarity, and pulse
rate. Some of the experiments were motivated by a
linear filter model, which predicted that DPS stimuli

FIG. 1. Overview of the pulse shapes used in the study. (a)
Biphasic anodic-first (BP-A), (b) Alternating-monophasic (ALT-M), (c)
pseudomonophasic anodic-first (PS-A), (d) pseudomonophasic ca-
thodic-first (PS-C), (e) delayed pseudomonophasic anodic-first (DPS-
A), (f) delayed pseudomonophasic cathodic-first (DPS-C), (g) alter-
nating pseudomonophasic (ALT-PS), and (h) alternating-delayed
pseudomonophasic (ALT-DPS). All asymmetric pulses had a long/
low phase eight times longer (and eight times lower in amplitude)
than the short/high one. Rate and phase width (PW) are defined in
panel (c).
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should indeed produce lower thresholds than PS or
BP stimuli (Carlyon et al. 2005). This turns out to be
the case, and we will compare the results of the
threshold measurements to the specific predictions
of the model.

METHODS

Subjects

Twelve postlingually deafened adult users of the
Clarion CII or HiRes 90K cochlear implants, manu-
factured by Advanced Bionics Corporation, partici-
pated in the study. Subject details are indicated in
Table 1. Testing was carried out both in Belgium
(S1–S4) and in the UK (S5–S12) and was in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (1975).
It was approved by the K.U. Leuven Medical Ethical
Committee, by the UGent Medical Ethical Commit-
tee, and by the Cambridge Local Research Ethics
Committee. Subjects were paid for participating.

Overview of pulse shapes

Stimuli consisted of 400-ms pulse trains applied to a
single channel of the implant located in the middle
of the array. Pulse shape, polarity of the leading
phase, rate, and phase width varied across experi-
ments. For bipolar coupling, electrodes 9 and 11
were used, and pulse polarity is described in terms of
the polarity of the more basal electrode. In mono-
polar mode, electrode 9 was the active electrode, and
the ground was the case electrode. An overview of the
pulse shapes is presented in Figure 1. Similarly to van
Wieringen et al. (2005), the stimuli were named by
acronyms: the first letters stand for the shape of the
pulse (BP for biphasic, PS for pseudomonophasic, M
for monophasic, DPS for delayed pseudomonopha-

sic) and the subsequent letter for the leading polarity
(A for anodic, C for cathodic). When the BALT-^
prefix was used, the leading polarity alternated from
pulse to pulse. The ratio of duration between the
long/low and the short/high phases of asymmetric
pulse shapes (PS, ALT-PS, DPS, and ALT-DPS) was
always 8.

Experimental platform and implant hardware

Software. All stimuli were presented via the APEX
platform (Laneau et al. 2005), which controlled the
Bionic Ear Data Collection System (BEDCS; Litvak,
2003). APEX uses the basic built-in functions of
BEDCS. The stimuli were defined by their pulse
shape, duration, rate, and phase width.

Current flow during the IPG. In two different studies
using relatively long IPGs (van Wieringen et al. 2005;
Carlyon et al. 2005), a low-amplitude current flowing
during the gap was reported. Current flows are
caused by the leakage of the charge accumulated on
the DC-blocking capacitors of the implant. Measure-
ment of this current was made with the Clarion CII
device for an ALT-M pulse train with an IPG of 4.9 ms
and for a DPS-A pulse train with an IPG of 4.7 ms.
The stimuli had a total duration of 400 ms, a rate of
99 pps, and a phase width of 97 ms (the values used in
experiments 1 and 2). Traces were measured across a
10-kW resistive load at the output of a test implant
and averaged over 500 sweeps using a LeCroy LT344
digital oscilloscope. The first six pulses of the ALT-M
stimulus are illustrated in Figure 2a. A vertical zoom
in Figure 2b shows the evolution of the current flow
during both the IPG and the interpulse interval
(IPI). The polarity of the IPG flow is opposite to
the polarity of the first phase of the pulse, and its
amplitude is maximal for the first pulse. The polarity
of the IPI flow is opposite to the polarity of the
second phase of the pulse, and its amplitude
increases with time. The absolute values of the
current flow amplitudes are shown in Figure 3, as a
function of pulse number, for the ALT-M and DPS-A
stimuli. The flows measured during the IPG and the
IPI are similar for the two pulse shapes and stabilize
about 70 ms (7 pulses) after the stimulus onset. Their
steady-state amplitude is approximately 50 dB lower
than the corresponding pulse amplitude. This value
is similar to the 52 dB measured by Carlyon et al.
(2005) with the CI24 device using a 2.9-ms IPG and
similar values of rate and phase width. In their study,
they rejected the hypothesis that the threshold drops
at long IPGs were a result of this low-amplitude
current flow. Given the similarities of the current
flow value in the Cochlear CI24 and in the Clarion
CII devices, we assume that this current flow will not
have a major impact on our results either.

TABLE 1

Biographical data of the 12 Clarion cochlear implant
subjects (S1–S12) with age, duration of deafness (DD),

and cochlear implant use (CI) in years and etiology

Subject
Age

(years)
DD

(years)
CI

(years) Etiology

S1 41 G0.5 3 Meningitis
S2 60 3 2 Unknown progressive
S3 54 7 1 Congenital progressive
S4 42 4 1 Unknown progressive
S5 61 18 3 Unknown
S6 32 10 3 Unknown
S7 52 1 4 Meningitis
S8 55 4 4 Genetic
S9 70 G2 3 Unknown sudden
S10 51 1 3 Meningitis
S11 31 2 7 Unknown progressive
S12 58 34 2 Unknown progressive
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At higher rates of stimulation, similar behavior is
observed except that the amplitude of the current
flow is essentially lower. An identical analysis was
performed with the DPS-A stimulus used in experi-
ment 5 (22.6-ms phase duration and 813-pps rate).
The maximal value of the flow (during the IPG of the
first pulse of the stimulus) was 60 dB lower than the
pulse amplitude.

As a safety check and similarly to previous studies
(van Wieringen et al. 2005; Carlyon et al. 2005), we
measured the impedances of the test electrodes in all
subjects, both at the start and at the end of each
session. No changes were noticed within or between
sessions. Moreover, at no instance during or between
the experiments did subjects report adverse effects
following the measurements, and no long-term
threshold changes were observed.

Intensity coding. The BEDCS software (Litvak, 2003)
uses 8 bits to encode the intensity of stimulation,
which means that, for a given current range, the
implant can be stimulated at 256 discrete intensity
levels. Four current ranges are available in BEDCS,
each of them associated with a certain resolution (in
mA): 0–255 (resolution: 1), 0–510 (2), 0–1020 (4),
and 0–2040 (8). For Bstandard^ BP stimulation, it is
possible to use all the intensities of a given current
range. However, with asymmetric pulse shapes
(where the intensity of the long/low phase is eight

times lower than the short/high one), the charge-
balancing requirement means that the intensities of
both phases must be exactly specified within the
same current range. This results in a resolution
decrease, the smallest current steps becoming 8, 16,
32, and 64 mA, respectively, for the four current
ranges. Therefore, for a given range, the current step
that we used was eight times larger in experiments
involving PS and DPS stimuli than in those involving
BP and ALT-M. As a consequence, standard devia-
tions for thresholds and MCLs of asymmetric pulses
(PS and DPS) were usually larger than those of BP or
ALT-M. In all experiments, we tried to use a current
range with a step size as small as possible to obtain
the most accurate estimate.

Procedure

Threshold estimation. Thresholds were estimated by
means of a two-down, one-up two-alternative forced
choice adaptive procedure (Levitt, 1971). The inter-
vals were indicated by two buttons flashing succes-
sively on a computer screen while the signal was
played in one of them. Subjects were asked to identify
which interval contained the signal by clicking on
one of the two buttons. Feedback was presented after
each response. Each estimate was obtained by aver-
aging the last six reversals out of eight. Every
threshold value presented here is the average of at
least five estimates. Starting levels were set to
approximately one third of the patient’s dynamic
range. The step size was eight current steps for the
first two reversals and one current step for the last six

FIG. 3. Absolute value of the current flow amplitude, expressed in
dB relative to the pulse amplitude, as a function of pulse number.
Values are reported for the current flow during both the interphase
gap (IPG) and the interpulse interval (IPI) and for two pulse shapes:
ALT-M (same parameters as Fig. 2) and DPS-A (same rate and phase
width as ALT-M and an IPG of 4.7 ms).

FIG. 2. Trace measured across a resistive load of 10 kW at the
output of a test implant for the ALT-M stimulus with a 99-pps rate, a
97-ms phase width, and a 4.9-ms IPG. The requested pulse
amplitude was 512 mA. The first 5 ms was used to correct for any
DC offset due to the calibration equipment. (a) Trace for the first six
pluses of the stimulus. (b) Vertical zoom.
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reversals (cf. Experimental platform and implant
hardware for the definition of a current step).

Most comfortable levels. In each experiment, the
stimuli were balanced in loudness to a reference BP
signal. The parameters of this reference signal varied
from experiment to experiment and will be explicitly
mentioned in Experiments. For each loudness bal-
ancing trial, two pulse trains were presented succes-
sively, the first being the reference and the second
being the target to balance. Subjects could adjust the
current level by pressing one of the six buttons (three
to increase, three to decrease) until they perceived the
levels to sound equal. Each button corresponded to a
different step size (one, two, or three current steps). The
experiment was repeated four times for each stimulus
using various starting levels (below and above MCL).

Linear filter model

Several linear approaches have been used in the past
to try to model the effects of pulse shape on electrical
stimulation of nerve (van den Honert and Mortimer,
1979; Rubinstein et al. 2001; Carlyon et al. 2005). In
experiments 1, 2, 4, and 5, threshold data were
compared to the predictions of the linear filter
model of Carlyon et al. This approach was chosen
because it already predicted thresholds of cochlear
implant users for several BP pulses with nonzero IPG
using a fixed set of parameters. Each electrical
stimulus submitted to the model is first low-pass-
filtered. The filter is designed to match human
sinusoidal threshold data and consists of a 2.5-order
low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of
100 Hz and an attenuation outside the band pass of
15 dB/octave. To reduce the slope at higher fre-
quencies, a double zero is added to the transfer
function of the filter at a frequency of 200 Hz. Each
filtered stimulus is then multiplied by a series of 20-
ms overlapping Hanning windows. The start times of
the windows are incremented in 0.5-ms steps, and the
RMS of each window is calculated. Threshold is
assumed to be inversely proportional to the maxi-
mum RMS output level of any window. The model
predictions in decibels will be illustrated using an
arbitrary reference for which the model threshold
matches the mean threshold across subjects for the
reference stimulus (identical to the reference stimu-
lus of the loudness balancing task).

EXPERIMENTS

Experiment 1: Effects of pulse shape
with bipolar stimulation

Rationale and design. Experiment 1 was a preliminary
study designed to replicate the data, reported by van

Wieringen et al. (2005) with the LAURA implant,
with the Clarion device. Four subjects (S1, S2, S3, and
S4) participated in this experiment. Three pulse
shapes, BP-A, ALT-M, and ALT-PS (Fig. 1a, b, and
g), were presented in bipolar mode. The phase width
(97 ms) and rate (198 pps for BP-A and ALT-PS, 99
pps for ALT-M) were similar to the ones used in their
study. The rate for the ALT-M stimulus was half that
for the BPA and ALT-PS stimuli, in order that the
interval between successive short high-amplitude
phases was the same for all conditions. The IPG of
ALT-M was 4.9 ms. The ALT-PS and ALT-M stimuli
were balanced in loudness to BP-A, which was our
reference for this experiment.

Results. The results of the four subjects are shown
in Figure 4. As reported by van Wieringen et al. the
BP-A stimulus showed the highest thresholds, with a
small (1.5-dB average) drop for the ALT-PS stimulus
and a much larger (10-dB average) drop for the ALT-M
stimulus. A one-way repeated-measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA) on threshold data indicated that
the factor pulse shape was significant [F(1,3) = 34.77,
p = 0.01]. Subsequent pairwise comparisons showed
that thresholds were significantly lower for ALT-PS (p =
0.03) and ALT-M (p = 0.01) than for BP-A. The most
striking result was that the threshold of the ALT-PS
stimulus was significantly higher than that of the
ALT-M stimulus (p G 0.01). These two stimuli only
differ by the presence of a long, low-amplitude phase
of opposite polarity immediately following the short,
high-amplitude phase in ALT-PS. Removing these
long/low phases resulted in a threshold drop of, on
average, 8.5 dB. This suggests that a recovery phase as
long as eight times longer than the short/high phase
still has a significant counteracting effect on the
efficiency of stimulation. The threshold predictions
of the filter model are shown in the bottom panel
together with the across-subjects mean threshold and
MCL data. The model follows the same trend as the
mean data.

For two subjects (S3 and S4), the MCLs remain
similar for the different pulse shapes. Given the
decrease in threshold, these subjects’ dynamic ranges
are larger for ALT-PS and ALT-M than for BP-A. A
one-way repeated-measures ANOVA, applied on the
MCLs of all subjects, did not reveal a significant effect
of pulse shape [F(1,3) = 3.12, p = 0.1).

Experiment 2: Effects of pulse shape
with monopolar stimulation

Rationale and design. The filter model introduced by
Carlyon et al. (2005) predicted that the DPS stimulus
with a large IPG (up to several milliseconds) should
lead to a much larger threshold reduction than a PS
stimulus with no IPG. Experiment 2 tested this
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prediction for five subjects (S1, S2, S3, S5, and S6).
For this and subsequent experiments, the electrode
configuration was monopolar. Monopolar coupling is
the most widely used mode of stimulation in cochlear
implants, as it considerably reduces power consump-
tion (relatively compared to bipolar) and has been
shown to give better speech recognition scores by a
number of patients (Pfingst et al. 1997). The four
pulse shapes were BP-A, ALT-M, PS-A, and DPS-A
(Fig. 1a–c and e). As in experiment 1, a 97-ms phase
width and a relatively low rate (99 pps) were used
because the linear filter model predicted larger
effects of pulse shape at lower rates. The generality

of the findings to higher pulse rates will be addressed
in experiment 4. The reference signal for the
loudness balancing task and for the model predic-
tions was the 99-pps, 97-ms phase width BP-A stimulus
presented in monopolar mode.

Results. The results of the five subjects are shown in
Figure 5. As was found in experiment 1 with bipolar
stimulation, thresholds (open symbols) were lower
for the PS-A than for the BP-A stimulus (3.4-dB
difference on average). More importantly, the
delayed DPS-A stimulus resulted in threshold reduc-
tions similar to those of ALT-M (õ16 dB here). The
absolute size of the thresholds for the DPS stimulus

FIG. 5. Thresholds (open symbols) and MCLs (filled symbols) of five
subjects (S1, S2, S3, S5, and S6) for the four stimuli of experiment 2
presented in monopolar coupling mode (electrode 9). Bottom panel:
across-subjects mean and model predictions. The phase width is 97
ms; the rate is 99 pps.

FIG. 4. Thresholds (open symbols) and MCLs (filled symbols) of
four subjects (S1–S4) for the three stimuli of experiment 1 presented
in bipolar coupling mode (between electrodes 9 and 11). Bottom
panel: across-subjects mean and threshold model predictions. The
phase width is 97 ms; the rate is 198 pps for the BP-A and ALT-PS
stimuli and 99 pps for the ALT-M. Error bars in all figures show
standard deviation, but are in most cases smaller than the symbols.
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must be considered with some care because the level
of the delayed long/low phase was often so small (a
few microamperes) that accurate measures of the
current source were precluded by noise present in
the output of our test implant. This does not affect
the main conclusion that thresholds were lower than
with the BP-A and PS-A stimuli because, of course,
the low levels reached only occurred because detec-
tion at higher levels was so easy. A one-way repeated-
measures ANOVA showed that the factor pulse shape
was highly significant [F(1,4) = 170.3, p G 0.001].
Subsequent pairwise comparisons between pulse
shapes indicated BP-A to produce significantly higher
thresholds than PS-A (p = 0.003), DPS-A (p G 0.001),
and ALT-M (p G 0.001). However, no significant
difference was found between DPS-A and ALT-M
thresholds (p = 0.46). The model predictions (aster-
isks) follow the general pattern of data (pentagrams),
although it underestimates the size of the drop for
ALT-M and DPS-A (10 dB instead of 16).

An ANOVA performed on the MCL values (filled
symbols) showed a significant main effect of condi-
tion [F(1,4) = 9.62, p = 0.036]. As with the threshold
results, the MCL of BP-A was significantly higher than
the MCLs of PS-A (p = 0.015), DPS-A (p = 0.015), and
ALT-M (p = 0.029) stimuli (filled symbols). The
reductions in MCL for the DPS-A and ALT-M stimuli
compared to the BP-A stimulus were less than the
corresponding threshold decreases, leading to a
significant increase in dynamic range (p = 0.002 for
DPS-A and p = 0.001 for ALT-M).

Experiment 3: Effects of polarity

Rationale and design. Auditory nerve (AN) recordings
in animals have shown that pulse polarity can
influence the efficacy of electrical stimulation of
nerve fibers (Miller et al. 1998, 1999, 2004; Shepherd
and Javel, 1999). Particularly, cathodic monophasic
pulses have been found to be more effective than
anodic ones. Of course, the safety requirement that
stimuli should be charge-balanced precludes the use
of monophasic pulses for human subjects. However,
if, as is also suggested by AN recordings (Miller et al.
2001), thresholds for PS and DPS stimuli are domi-
nated by the short, high-amplitude phase, then it is
possible that polarity differences could be revealed
using these asymmetric pulse shapes. This would
provide a rationale for using the most efficient polarity
in a speech processor. In experiment 3, effects of
polarity on threshold and MCL were investigated
using two asymmetric pulse shapes, PS and DPS, with
the same five subjects as in experiment 2. Thresholds
and MCLs for PS-A and DPS-A were compared to the
corresponding measures for PS-C and DPS-C, using
the same parameter values as in experiment 2, i.e., a

99-pps rate and a 97-ms phase width. To tease out
possible interaction effects of rate and phase width
with polarity, two supplementary sets of parameters
were tested with subjects S1, S2, and S3. These two sets
were (1) PS with a 198-pps rate and a 97-ms phase width
and (2) PS with a 99-pps rate and a 32.4-ms phase
width. For the MCL measures, every stimulus was
balanced in loudness to the same BPA reference signal
used in experiment 2.

Results. Thresholds (open symbols) and MCLs
(filled symbols) of anodic vs. cathodic pulses are
illustrated in Figure 6a–c for PS and in Figure 6d for
DPS. The diagonal indicates equal sensitivity to
anodic and cathodic stimulation. When the levels
are higher for cathodic first stimuli, the values lie
above the diagonal (and vice versa). No significant
effect of polarity on threshold was observed, either
with the PS or with the DPS stimuli. However, a
paired-sample t test revealed that the MCLs were
significantly higher for PS-C than for PS-A (df = 4, p =
0.01) in the condition B99-pps rate and 97-ms phase
width^ (cf. Fig. 6a). The mean difference was 2.5 dB
and was consistent across subjects. It is opposite to
that observed for threshold in animal AN recordings
and will be discussed further in Discussion. The
MCLs of PS-C were even significantly higher than
those obtained with the BP-A stimulus of experiment
2 (p = 0.021). The two additional sets of parameters
that were tested with subjects S1–S3 followed the
same trend (cf. Fig. 6b and c). When the data for
these three subjects were analyzed over the three
conditions of phase width and rate in a two-way
repeated-measures ANOVA, the main effect of polar-
ity approached significance [F(1,2) = 14.8, p = 0.06]
and did not differ significantly across conditions as
revealed by the lack of an interaction between
polarity and condition [F(1,2) = 1.1, p = 0.4]. Also,
it should be noted that the polarity dependence of
MCLs disappeared when the long/low phase was
delayed (i.e., with DPS, Fig. 6d).

Experiment 4: Combined effects of rate
and phase width

Rationale and design. The stimuli used in experiments
1, 2, and 3 cannot be effectively implemented in a
speech processing strategy because of their relatively
low rate and/or relatively long phase width. In
experiment 4, thresholds and MCLs of BP-A and
DPS-A were measured at higher rates and shorter
phase widths for four subjects (S1, S2, S3, and S5).
The stimulus period, phase width, and IPG were
systematically covaried by the same proportion lead-
ing to a net AC charge constant over the different
rate stimuli. The polarity of the leading phase was
always anodic. The rate values were 100, 223, 446,
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and 892 pps. A summary of the parameter values
(rate, phase width, and IPG) is shown in Table 2.
Stimuli were balanced in loudness to the same BP-A
reference already used in experiments 2 and 3.

Results. The left and right columns of Figure 7
show thresholds (open symbols) and MCLs (filled
symbols) for the BP-A and DPS-A stimuli, respectively.

Thresholds and MCLs decreased as rate decreased
and phase width increased for both pulse shapes.
However, the drop at the lowest rate (99 pps) was
much larger than that of other rates.

To illustrate the improvements obtained with the
DPS-A stimulus, the threshold and MCL decreases,
relative to the values obtained with BP-A pulse trains,
are shown in the top and bottom panels of Figure 8.
It can be seen that, even at a rate (892 pps) and a
phase width (10.8 ms) within the range of parameters
typically used in each channel of a CI, thresholds
were significantly lower for the DPS-A stimulus (7-dB
drop on average). A two-way repeated-measures
ANOVA on threshold data showed the factors pulse
shape [F(1,3) = 189.4, p = 0.001], rate [F(1,3) = 2409,
p G 0.001], as well as their interaction [F(1,3) = 142.9,
p = 0.001] to be significant. In an identical analysis
with the first data point removed (99-pps rate and

FIG. 6. Effect of polarity on thresholds (open symbols) and MCLs
(filled symbols) for various asymmetric stimuli presented in monop-
olar mode. Results of five subjects (S1, S2, S3, S5, and S6). Cathodic
levels are plotted vs. anodic levels. All five subjects performed the

comparison at a 97-ms phase width and a 99-pps rate [panel (a) for
PS and panel (d) for DPS]. Three of them (S1–S3) did two additional
PS conditions: (1) 97-ms phase width and 198-pps rate [panel (b)]
and (2) 32-ms phase width and 99-pps rate [panel (c)].

TABLE 2

Summary of parameters used in experiment 4

Rate (pps) Period (ms) Phase width (ms) IPG (ms)

99 10.1 97.0 4.7
223 4.5 43.1 2.1
446 2.2 21.6 1.0
892 1.1 10.8 0.52

The four conditions were tested using two pulse shapes: BP-A and DPS-A.
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97-ms phase width), the interaction was not signifi-
cant anymore [F(1,3) = 8.00, p = 0.066]. A two-way
repeated-measures ANOVA with the four MCL values
showed significant effects of pulse shape [F(1,2) =
61.5, p = 0.016] and rate [F(1,2) = 553.6, p = 0.002],
but not of their interaction [F(1,2) = 2.52, p = 0.25].

Once more, the filter model (bottom panels of
Figs. 7 and 8) captured the important trends in the
data: thresholds increase with increasing pulse rate,
thresholds are lower with DPS than with BP stimuli,
and this advantage is reduced but still present at the
highest rates tested. In terms of the model, the
threshold increase at high pulse rates occurred
because phase width decreased with increasing rate,
and to the resulting fast fluctuations being attenuat-
ed by the low-pass filter. This overcame the fact that
more pulses fell within the model’s 20-ms integration
window at higher rates. The advantage for the DPS
waveform arose because the waveform fluctuated
more slowly than for the BP stimulus.

Experiment 5: Relative phase contributions
of DPS

Rationale and design. Experiment 5 was designed to
tease out relative effects of the two different phases of
the DPS stimulus. As pointed out in Introduction, the

FIG. 7. Thresholds (open symbols) and MCLs (filled symbols) of
BP-A (left column) and DPS-A (right column) pulses as a function of
rate. Results of four subjects (S1, S2, S3, and S5). Bottom panels:
across-subjects mean and model predictions of threshold. The
values of the stimuli parameters can be found in Table 2. The MCL
value of subject S2 for the highest rate condition with BP-A is
missing because of compliance issues.

FIG. 8. Threshold (top figure) and MCL (bottom figure) drops
between BP-A and DPS-A as a function of rate. Results of four
subjects (S1, S2, S3, and S5) and model predictions. The values of
the stimuli parameters can be found in Table 2.
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feasibility of using a DPS stimulus in a speech
processor depends on the short/high phase produc-
ing substantially more neural excitation than the
long/low phase. To investigate this, we used a
modification of the DPS stimulus in which the
polarity of each phase alternated from pulse to pulse.
Figure 9 shows that this BALT-DPS^ stimulus can be
viewed as the sum of two alternating-monophasic
(ALT-M) pulse trains of different amplitudes and
phase widths. Although this decomposition makes
the simplistic assumption that the electrode/neuron
interface is linear and time-invariant, thereby neglect-
ing refractory and residual potential effects, the
comparison of these stimuli may indicate which of
the two phases has the larger effect on neural
excitation. Thresholds and MCLs of the ALT-DPS
stimulus were first compared to those of the DPS-A

and BP-A stimuli to determine whether it offered
similar advantages over BP-A as obtained with the
DPS-A pulse. We then compared the thresholds and
MCLs for the two ALT-M stimuli to determine which
phase width was more effective. As in experiment 4,
the stimuli parameters were chosen to fall within the
range of values used in each channel of a CI speech
processor (813-pps rate and 21.6 and 172.4-ms phase
widths). The rate of the two ALT-M stimuli (407 pps)
was half the rate of BP-A, DPS-A, and ALT-DPS (813
pps), so that the interval between successive short
high-amplitude phases was the same for all condi-
tions (cf. experiment 1). For the loudness balancing
task, DPS-A, ALT-DPS, and the two ALT-M stimuli
were compared to the 813-pps, 21.6-ms phase width,
with BP-A stimulus taken as the reference for this
experiment. Six subjects (S7–S12) participated in this
experiment.

Results. The open symbols in Figure 10 (top panel)
show that the threshold for the DPS-A (squares) and
ALT-DPS (diamonds) stimuli were consistently lower
than for the BP-A stimulus (circles). The average
threshold drop from BP-A to DPS-A was 3.7 dB and
that from BP-A to ALT-DPS was 5.7 dB. A repeated-
measures ANOVA showed the factor pulse shape to
be highly significant [F(1,5) = 68.8, p G 0.001).
Pairwise comparisons revealed that the average 3.7-
dB threshold decrease from BP-A to DPS-A was also
highly significant (p G 0.001), and that the ALT-DPS
produced significantly lower thresholds than did the
DPS-A stimulus (p = 0.003). The thresholds of the
ALT-M short/high and long/low components were

FIG. 9. Stimulus decomposition used in experiment 5.

FIG. 10. Thresholds (top figure) and MCLs (bottom figure) of six subjects (S7–S12), across-subjects mean, and model predictions (asterisks) of
threshold for the five stimuli of experiment 5. The duration of the short/high phase is 21.6 ms, the duration of the long/low phase is 172.4 ms, and
the rate is 813 pps for BP-A, DPS-A, and ALT-DPS and 407 pps for the two ALT-M stimuli.
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2.8 and 4.7 dB higher, respectively, on average than
the ALT-DPS threshold (Fig. 10, top panel). These
differences were highly significant (p G 0.001),
indicating that both phases contributed to detection.
However, thresholds for the short/high phase
(inverted triangles) were significantly lower than for
the long/low phase (upright triangles; p = 0.002).
This suggests that the short/high component domi-
nates at threshold, but that the long/low one still has
a significant effect. The asterisks in the far right
panel show that the filter model captures this trend.
It predicts thresholds of the ALT-M short/high and
long/low stimuli to be 2.2 and 4.0 dB lower,
respectively, than the ALT-DPS one.

Identical analysis with MCLs (Fig. 10, bottom
panel) indicated that the factor pulse shape was
significant [F(1,5) = 17.8, p = 0.008]. The MCL of
DPS-A was significantly lower (3.0 dB on average)
than that one of BP-A (p G 0.001). Moreover, no
significant difference was found between DPS-A and
ALT-DPS (p = 0.37). Here, the short/high phase
more completely dominated loudness: MCLs for the
short/high ALT-M were 3.4 dB lower than for the
long/low one (p = 0.016) and differed from the ALT-
DPS stimulus by only 0.4 dB (p = 0.043).

These results show that short-duration pulses are
more efficient than long-duration ones using the
ALT-M pulse shape with relatively short phase widths
(21.6 and 172.4 ms). This is similar to what has been
observed in BP stimulation for phase widths up to
500 ms (Moon et al. 1993).

DISCUSSION

Safety of stimulation pulse shapes

The first electrochemical requirement for a safe
neural stimulation is chemical reversibility (Robblee
and Rose, 1990; Brummer and Turner, 1977). It
implies that all processes occurring at an electrode
subjected to a pulse are reversed by a pulse of
opposite polarity. Irreversible reactions such as elec-
trode dissolution or water electrolysis can occur
following a large charge injection and cannot be
effectively reversed because some of their products
migrate away from the electrode surface. Monophasic
stimulation and, more generally, any DC current can
lead to neural damage because charge is being
accumulated until it initiates irreversible chemical
reactions. Shepherd et al. (1999) found a significant
reduction in AN fibers of the cat subjected to chronic
stimulation by noncharge balanced stimuli having
DC levels as low as 0.4 mA. In another study,
noncharge balanced BP stimuli were found to
produce new bone growth throughout all turns of
the cochlea (Shepherd et al. 1991). The limits for a

safe charge injection are dependent on the electrode
material, the electrode surface area, and the stimula-
tion pulse shape (Robblee and Rose, 1990). The
Clarion HiFocus II electrode array consists of 16
Platinum/Iridium electrodes having a geometrical
surface area of 0.2 mm2. The highest charge per
phase delivered in our experiments reached 0.06 mC
for a bipolar, BP pulse train (subject S2 in experi-
ment 1). Expressed in units of charge density, this is
equivalent to a charge injection of approximately 30
mC/cm2 per phase, which is below the limit for
chemical reversibility. As a matter of comparison,
Robblee and Rose (1990) determined this limit to be
equal to 74 mC/cm2 per phase for a 0.28-mm2

Platinum electrode driven by a 0.2-ms phase width
BP pulse. As a consequence of lower threshold and
MCL values, the injected charge per phase was lower
for all the other stimuli used in the present study.

The stimulation pulse shape itself also plays a role
in the safety of stimulation. We have used asymmetric
pulses (PS and DPS) as well as BP pulses with IPGs up
to 4.9 ms (ALT-M and DPS). Asymmetric pulses such
as PS-C and DPS-C are believed to increase the limit
of safe charge injection compared to a symmetric BP
pulse (Robblee and Rose, 1990). Moreover, ALT-M
pulses with a 40-ms IPG have been found to postpone
nerve fatigue compared to BP pulses with an 800-ms
IPG in electrical stimulation of the dog’s phrenic
nerve (Tanae et al. 1973). ALT-M pulses with an IPG
of 5.7 ms have also been used in a chronic study
using guinea pigs implanted with an extracochlear
electrode on the round window (Charlet de Sauvage
et al. 1997). The authors did not report any adverse
effects of using ALT-M pulses on the auditory
functions and suggested that this pulse shape could
be safely used in inner-ear stimulation.

Finally, it should be mentioned that neural
damage can depend on the specific characteristics
of the tissue being stimulated. However, to our
knowledge, there is no evidence in the literature of
any of the pulse shapes used in the present study to
be potentially more damaging than a standard
symmetric BP pulse. Furthermore, as mentioned in
an earlier section, our use of novel pulse shapes in
the present experiments did not result in any
impedance or threshold changes.

Spike initiation site

Potential sites of spike initiation in spiral ganglion
cells have been reviewed by Javel and Shepherd
(2000). They identified five sites: two at the level of
the hair cells arising from electrophonic excitation, two
on the myelinated and unmyelinated portions of the
peripheral spiral ganglion cell process, and one at a
more central locus. As cochlear implant subjects do not
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have many functioning hair cells, the first two sites are
probably not involved in cochlear implant stimulation.

The remaining question is whether spike initiation
occurs at the peripheral site, at the central site, or at
both sites of the spiral ganglion cells. Two physiolog-
ical studies with cats report that neural activation is
possible at both sites (Shepherd and Javel, 1999;
Miller et al. 1999). Moreover, these experimenters
measured lower threshold and lower saturation levels
for monophasic cathodic pulses than for anodic
ones. To our knowledge, anodic monophasic pulses
yielding lower thresholds than cathodic ones have
only been reported by Miller et al. (1998). They
found this trend to occur in electrically evoked
compound action potentials of guinea pigs. They
observed the opposite (and Busual^) trend in cats.

Our results fail to show the common pattern of
lower cathodic thresholds as we did not find any
significant effect of polarity on thresholds of the two
asymmetric pulses (PS and DPS). More importantly,
the MCL for cathodic PS pulses was 2.5 dB higher
than for anodic ones. These findings depended
neither on phase width nor on rate and are the
opposite of what would be expected from the single-
unit animal recordings. Two possible explanations
are suggested by modeling studies (Frijns et al. 1996;
Rattay et al. 2001). Rattay et al. used a physiologically
based model to evaluate the effects of polarity on
both monophasic and BP stimuli. Simulations of
neurons with peripheral axons produced lower
thresholds for cathodic monophasic pulses both in
human and cat models. However, simulations with-
out peripheral axons produced lower thresholds for
anodic pulses than for cathodic ones in humans (the
difference was about 8 dB) and not in cats. This
suggested that central processes were more sensitive
to anodic stimulation in human subjects. Combined
with the fact that peripheral processes are believed to
be somewhat degenerated in deaf people (Linthicum
et al. 1991; Spoendlin and Schrott, 1989), this
suggests that patients’ MCLs may have been deter-
mined by anodal stimulation of central processes.
Evidence for a spike initiation site central to the soma
has been found experimentally in rat cortical neu-
rons subjected to monophasic cathodic stimulation
(Nowak and Bullier, 1998a,b) and in a computational
model of central neurons (McIntyre and Grill, 1999).
In this same study, McIntyre and Grill showed that
monophasic anodic pulses yielded lower thresholds
than cathodic ones when the stimulating electrode
was placed over the dendrite or over the soma
(situation probably comparable to cochlear implant
stimulation), but not when the electrode was placed
over the central axon. However, it has to be
mentioned that the dendrite was simply modeled as
a passive compartment and therefore was not deter-

minant in neural activation. Although these several
studies pointed out differences between anodic and
cathodic stimulation at threshold level, the data pre-
sented here did not show such a difference. It is not
clear why this effect should be apparent with PS but not
with DPS stimuli, and at MCL but not at threshold level,
and so the central site activation hypothesis should be
considered tentative. Another possibility is that, at high
levels of cathodic stimulation, spike conduction is
blocked by the strong hyperpolarization of a more
central part of the fiber. In this hypothesis, the intensity
of stimulation would need to be further increased to
recruit more fibers (located further from the electrode)
and to eventually achieve a most comfortable listening
level. This phenomenon of Bcathodal blocking^ has
been observed by Frijns et al. (1996) in modeled fibers
subjected to cathodic monophasic and pseudomono-
phasic stimulation.

Application to speech processing strategies

We have shown that DPS stimuli presented on a single
channel of a cochlear implant produce lower thresh-
olds and MCLs than the commonly used BP stimuli at
pulse rates and phase widths similar to those imple-
mented in each channel of a CI speech processor. As
mentioned in Introduction, the current sources of
the Clarion implant are capacitively coupled and
induce a current flow during successive phases of a
DPS stimulus. At such high rates, however, the mean
value of the flow will remain low (G60 dB lower than
the pulse amplitude using the parameters of exper-
iment 5), and electrical interactions between channels
should be limited. Moreover, because perception seems
to be mainly dominated by one phase of each DPS pulse,
it may be possible for the long, low-amplitude phase to
recover charge without producing unwanted neural
activity. In this case, interactions between channels using
DPS pulses should also be minimized, and it is possible
that DPS stimuli could be incorporated into a speech
processing strategy and to achieve worthwhile power
savings. A decrease of 6 dB in thresholds and MCLs (i.e.,
using DPS instead of BP with the parameters of the
highest rate condition tested in experiment 4) on every
channels of the device would save more than half of the
power consumed in the stimulation pulses. As next
generations of cochlear implants will be optimized for a
low-power consumption of the electronics part, the
proportion of power needed for stimulation should
increase, and this will increase the proportion of total
power consumption to be saved by implementing more
efficient pulse shapes. As mentioned in Introduction, a
potential additional advantage of DPS arises from
improved spatial selectivity, and these are currently
under investigation in our laboratories.
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Most of the speech processing strategies available
in commercial devices make use of interleaved
stimulation (Wilson et al. 1991) where each channel
is stimulated subsequently. This type of strategy has
been shown to reduce channel interactions (Favre and
Pelizzone, 1993), although some nonsimultaneous
interactions can still occur (de Balthasar et al. 2003;
Middlebrooks, 2004). Because the DPS pulse shape
necessarily contains a long, low-amplitude phase, then
to completely avoid any simultaneous stimulation, one
would have to use slower pulse rates than would be
required with BP waveforms. However, the amplitude
of the long-duration phase is generally low, and with-
in-channel interactions could be further minimized by
allowing simultaneous stimulation only on electrodes
that are remote from each other (cf. Bonnet et al.
2004). We have recently implemented such a strategy
and are currently testing its performance.

Summary of results

(1) Thresholds and MCLs measured in bipolar mode
with Clarion subjects for several pulse shapes (BP-
A, ALT-PS, and ALT-M) were comparable to the
results obtained with the Laura device in a pre-
vious study (van Wieringen et al. 2005).

(2) At a relatively low rate (99 pps) and long phase
width (97 ms), long IPGs produced the largest
threshold drops both in bipolar and in mono-
polar (up to 16 dB) modes. The size of this drop
did not change when the second phase of the
pulse was lengthened and lowered (no difference
between DPS and ALT-M). The PS stimulus
provided a much smaller and subject-dependent
threshold drop (0–3 dB).

(3) The polarity of the leading phase did not have an
effect on the thresholds of PS and DPS. However,
the PS-A stimuli had lower MCLs (2.5 dB) than
the PS-C ones. This observation was true for sev-
eral values of rate and phase width and suggests
that the neural activation site may be located at a
central part of the spiral ganglion cell. No dif-
ference was found between DPS-A and DPS-C.

(4) The magnitude of the threshold drop between
BP-A and DPS-A reduced when the rate was in-
creased and the phase width decreased. However,
the size of the drop was still substantial (7 dB on
average) at a rate of 892 pps, similar to that imple-
mented in each channel of the CIS speech pro-
cessing strategy by the Clarion cochlear implant.

(5) A relative comparison of the thresholds and
MCLs of the short, high-amplitude and of the
long, low-amplitude phases of the ALT-DPS stim-
ulus suggested that the short/high phase was

more effective, both at threshold level and (more
clearly) at MCL.

(6) A linear threshold model predicted the relative
trends of our threshold data for a wide range of
stimuli (concerning pulse shape, rate, and phase
width).
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